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In this letter, based on the quantum Hall regime of 
magneto-optical graphene, we have theoretically 
investigated the coupling of magnetoplasmon polaritons 
(MPP) to surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs) by 
investigating the radiative heat transfer between two 
graphene-coated SiO2 slabs. By applying an external 
magnetic field, the separated branches of intraband and 
interband MPP can both couple with SPhPs to form 
tunable modes, which remould the energy transport of 
the system. The heat transfer mechanism is completely 
changed from enhancement to attenuation due to the 
strong coupling, and the thermal stealthy is realized for 
the graphene. The letter has great significance for the 
graphene-based magneto-optical devices.  © 2019 
Optical Society of America 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999 
Near-field radiative heat transfer (NFRHT) can be greatly enhanced at the nanoscale and much larger than the Planck’s blackbody limit [1], especially when the surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs) [2-4] or surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [5-7] are excited. Graphene, as an intriguing two-dimensional material, has extensive advantages over other film materials, e.g., the tunable carrier concentration [8], strong interactions with light [9], and enhanced optoelectronics with plasmons [10]. Owning to excellent optoelectronic performance and strong SPPs, in the field of NFRHT, numerous unique phenomena are discovered between graphene sheets [11], gratings [5, 6, 12, 13], disks [14, 15] and multilayer systems [7, 16].  With the application of an external magnetic field, considerable cyclotronic energies are gained by the electrons in graphene via the Lorentz force, hybridization between cyclotron excitations and 
plasmons occurs, originating magnetoplasmon polaritons (MPP) [17]. The continuum Dirac energy spectrum converts into separated Landau levels (LLs) with the energies of n-th LL given by 
sign( )( / ) 2n F BE n v l n=  , where 610 m/sFv ≈  is the Fermi  velocity of the carriers in graphene, ( )/Bl eB=   is the magnetic length, and B is the intensity of the magnetic field. Induced by the magneto-optical characteristics of graphene [18], some unusual phenomena occur such as quantum Faraday effects and Kerr effects [19, 20]. Very recently, in suspended magneto-optical graphene, Shubnikov–de Haas-like radiative heat flux is observed, caused by the energy transitions between various LLs [21, 22]. Then using twisted graphene gratings, the combined effect of grating and magnetic field is utilized to realize MPP manipulation of NFRHT based on the quantum Hall regime of graphene [12]. In the absence of magnetic fields, the graphene SPPs can interact with the SPhPs of polar materials to form strongly coupled modes to tune the NFRHT [5, 23-25]. Nevertheless, the existing researches focus only on the isolated effect of MPP on NFRHT, but the coupled effects of MPP and SPhPs are ignored, which have great significance in the laboratory physics when graphene is always attached to the substrate [26]. The interactions and coupling between them should have great influence on the NFRHT, for the reason that the hybridization between magnetoplasmon and the polar optical phonon modes can couple resonantly with electromagnetic fields. In this letter, in the presence of magnetic fields, the coupled effects of MPP and SPhPs on the NFRHT are investigated, which provides practical significance for fundamental research and new applications in graphene-based magneto-optical devices. Here we consider a system composed of two SiO2 [27] substrates which are coated with monolayer graphene sheets in the xy plane and separated by a vacuum gap d, shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 
 FIG. 1  Schematic of coupling between MPP and SPhPs in the NFRHT. temperatures of the two bodies are kept at T1 and T2, respectively. A static quantizing magnetic field B is applied perpendicularly to the system along the transverse (z) direction. When an external magnetic field is applied, the response of graphene electrons 
displays a characteristic optical quantum Hall effect [18, 28] and the conductivity becomes a tensor with nonzero elements in diagonal and off-diagonal parts  
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where Lσ  and Hσ  represent the longitudinal and Hall conductivities. The magneto-optical conductivity obeys the simple form in the random phase approximation [20, 28] 
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 (2) where gs(v)=2 is the spin (valley) degeneracy factor of graphene, e is 
the charge of an electron, and h is Planck’s constant. 
( )/( ) 1 / 1 n BE k TF nn E e
µ− = +   represents the Fermi distribution function, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.   µ and T are the chemical potential and temperature of graphene, which are taken as µ=0.06 eV and T=300 K throughout the letter. ( )nm ωΓ  is the LL broadening, taken as 6.8 meV. nm n mE E∆ = −  is the LL energy transition (m, n= 0, ±1, ±2, . . .are the LL indices). The details of the magneto-optical conductivities can be found in Refs. [20, 28]. The magneto-optical conductivity of graphene is mainly determined by the longitudinal part and the MPP can be excited when Im(σL>0), thus the imaginary parts of σL are plotted  in Fig. 2(a) to reveal the characteristics of MPP. There are two types of electronic transitions: (i) intraband transitions relating the adjacent LLs (NF to NF+1), where NF=int[(µ /E1)2] is the number of last occupied electron-degenerate LLs; and (ii) interband transitions. According to definition of LLs, the energy of the first LL (E1) will increase with 
B and then NF will decrease. When NF reduces to zero, the intraband transitions fade out and interband transitions dominate  
 FIG. 2  (a) Imaginary part (positive region) of the longitudinal conductivities of magneto-optical graphene. (b) MPP localization length ratio of suspended graphene to graphene-coated SiO2. the magneto-optical conductivities. A series of interband transitions are observed in Fig. 2(a) and they satisfy the relation 
Bω ∝ . The decaying properties of the modes are crucial for the energy transport in the near-field regime, where the surface plasmons are always confined to the interfaces. In Fig. 2(b), the MPP localization length ratio of suspended graphene to graphene-coated SiO2 are plotted to evaluate the coupled decaying properties of SPhPs to MPP. By solving the dispersion relation of modes, the wave vector satisfies [17] 
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2 2
r 0( ) ( ) /q cω κ ω ε ω= + . rε  denotes the relative permittivity of the medium surrounding graphene, which equals 1 and (εSiO2+1)/2 for suspended graphene and graphene-coated SiO2, respectively. Thus, the decaying properties of the modes, i.e., the localization length in z direction can be demonstrated with / qκ′ ′ . The ratios in Fig. 2(b) imply that the coupling of SPhPs to MPP results in attenuation in localization length at some frequencies, and then the coupled modes can transport in larger length at these frequencies. At most of the frequencies, the ratios equal to unity, meaning that the coupling of SPhPs has no significant suppression on the propagation length of MPP. To explore the coupled effect on NFRHT, in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the spectral radiative heat transfer coefficients in suspended graphene and graphene-coated SiO2 systems are given for d=10 nm, and the radiative heat transfer coefficient is given by  
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∂∫ ∫   (4) where ћ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π  and n=[exp(ћω/kBT)-1]-1 denotes the mean photon occupation number. ξ (ω, κ  ) is the energy transmission coefficient [29] 
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 (5) where κ, κ0=ω /c, 2 2z 0κ κ κ= −  are the surface-parallel wave vector, the wave vector and tangential wave vector in vacuum. 
( )z 121 2- i de κ −=D I R R  and R is the reflection coefficient matrix, which can be referred in Refs. [5, 12, 21]. Above Fig. 3(b), the results for bare SiO2 are demonstrated to distinguish the contribution of MPP. Comparing the results in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the coupling of SPhPs remoulds the energy transport of the system to a distinct regime. The interactions between graphene and SiO2 are strong, especially near the frequencies where SPhPs occur, which are indicated by dashed lines. Below the low-frequency SPhPs, the consecutive branch of heat flux dominated by intraband MPP is divided into two parts near B=1-2 T, and the cut-off B of it decays. Between the two branches of SPhPs, the flux shrinks to a narrower frequency region and higher B space, which results in an intermittent region just below the high-frequency region of SPhPs. An interesting phenomenon exists in the region of the high-frequency SPhPs that the low-frequency boundary of the contour strictly coincides with the cut-off frequency of SPhPs. In addition, inside the region of high-frequency SPhPs, the branches of heat flux tend to be more compact in the space of magnetic fields. 
 FIG. 3  For different magnetic fields, spectral radiative heat transfer coefficients in (a) suspended graphene system and (b) graphene-coated SiO2 system The corresponding evolution of energy transmission coefficients are given in (c) and (d), respectively. 
Together with the heat transfer coefficients, the evolution of energy transmission coefficients ζ (ω,κ) with magnetic fields are demonstrated in Fig. 3 to develop a deeper understanding of the coupling of SPhPs to MPP. As is known, in the absence of magnetic fields, the SPhPs of SiO2 can interact strongly with graphene SPPs and push the branch of SPPs to lower frequencies [23, 25], which is also observed in Fig. 3(d). When the magnetic field is applied, the continuum energy spectrum converts into separated Landau levels in graphene and then the continuum SPPs convert into a series of separated branches of MPP. As B increases, the ζ (ω,κ) dominated by the intraband transitions at low frequencies gradually decay and nearly fade out when B is larger than 7 T. Compared with the trend in Fig. 3(c), the coupled modes of intraband transitions deteriorate faster with B, which is mainly attributed to the pushing effect of SPhPs. At B=1-3 T, the ζ (ω,κ) in Fig. 3(c) indicates that the first branch of interband MPP separates with the intraband MPP. Moreover, the results in Fig. 3(d) demonstrate that the first interband transition modes coincide with the low-frequency SPhPs and the coupling occurs. Thus, the separation phenomenon of intraband MPP observed in Fig. 3(b) can be well explained by the above evolution of ζ (ω,κ). Similarly, the high-frequency SPhPs can also couple with the second branch of interband MPP. As B increases, the two coupled modes both become wider and spread to higher ω and κ space, which means the modes are becoming stronger. When B is higher than 4 T, the two branches of interband transition modes continue to move towards higher ω and separate from SPhPs. Compared with the uncoupled MPP modes, the coupling effect makes the MPP modes narrower, and at the same time, they are much weaker and shrink in the direction of wave vector. As discussed above, as B increases, the first branch of interband MPP moves from the low-frequency  to the high-frequency SPhPs, and decay obviously at the same time. The evolution of the decaying MPP results in the intermittent region of h(B,ω) just below the high-frequency SPhPs in Fig. 3(b). At B=10-15 T, it should be mentioned that the big branch of modes above 2×1014 rad/s are not the MPP modes like those in Fig. 3(c), but the coupled modes by MPP and SPhPs. It implies that MPP also has pushing effect on SPhPs, but towards higher ω, which is inverse to the pushing direction of SPhPs on intraband MPP. Moreover, the strong coupled modes can also vary with the magnetic fields and benefit the tunability in NFRHT.  As kinds of surface modes, MPP and SPhPs are both confined to the interfaces and the propagation length are finite [17, 25]. Therefore, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), at different d, the coupled effects  
 FIG. 4  At different d, (a) the modulation ability of MPP, and (b) the thermal magnetoresistance ratio of that in the presence of magnetic fields to that in zero field. 
of MPP on SPhPs are demonstrated. η1=h(B)/hSiO2-1 is defined to evaluate the modulation ability of MPP in the NFRHT. A horizontal line is labeled at η1=0, meaning that thermal stealthy of the coated graphene can be realized at these points by applying specific magnetic fields. Another interesting phenomenon is observed that the transition from SPPs to MPP suppress the enhancement dominated by the coupling between graphene and SiO2. In extreme near-field regime and strong fields, the enhancement deteriorates greatly and is essentially destroyed by the coupling of MPP when 
B>8 T. The heat transfer mechanism is completely changed from enhancement to attenuation due to the strong coupling of MPP to SPhPs. In Fig. 4(b), η2=h(B)/h(0), the thermal magnetoresistance ratio of that in the presence of magnetic fields to that in zero field, is plotted for different B. A non-monotonic trend with d is observed when B is between 0 and 7 T, and develops to be monotonic in larger B. It implies that the intensity of the coupling between MPP and SPhPs has different peaks with separation distance in the NFRHT. A relatively small value of thermal magnetoresistance ratio (η2≈0.2) is observed at d=10 nm and B=15 T, indicating that the strong coupling has dramatic effects on the NFRHT. Moreover, the inset in Fig. 4(b) plots the η2 as the function of B, and the results demonstrate that the effect of MPP gradually fade out in larger d and they are more sensitive in weak fields. In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated the coupled effects of MPP and SPhPs on the NFRHT. By analyzing the decaying properties of the modes, it is found that the coupling of SPhPs to MPP may result in larger propagation length at some frequencies. With the application of magnetic field, separated branches of intraband and interband MPP can both couple with SPhPs to form strongly tunable modes. The coupling of SPhPs remoulds the energy transport of the system to a distinct regime. In extreme near-field regime and strong fields, the heat transfer mechanism is completely changed from enhancement to attenuation due to the strong coupling of MPP to SPhPs, which paves a way to realize thermal stealthy for the coated graphene. In addition, a relatively small value of thermal magnetoresistance ratio 21% is observed at 
d=10 nm and B=15 T, indicating that the strong coupling has dramatic effects on the NFRHT. This letter has great significance for the laboratory physics and provides practical significance for new applications in graphene-based magneto-optical devices.  
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